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Name ______________________________________

FYL Movers Body Parts Scramble
Organ we use to hear

The opposite of fat

the rear portion of the human body

used to eat food

What we call someone with yellow hair

light in colour

Hair that is in circles

A human lower limb

We use this toi speak and eat

Having to much weight

without bend, curve or curl

an organ upon which an animal stands or moves

Hair all over the face of a man

Hairt between the lip and nose

Part of the body where the arms connect

mid section of the body also known as a belly

we use this organ to breath and smell

Organ we use to see

a human upper limb

the front part of the head

Grows on your head and has to be cut

Plural of tooth

Connects the head to the body

the physical whole of a person

At the end of your arm. It has fingers
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1. RAE

2. ITNH

3. ACBK

4. HOOTT

5. LBODN

6. ARIF

7. YLUCR

8. EGL

9. OMTHU

10. TFA

11. TIHRTGAS

12. TOFO

13. ABERD

14. SAUMCHTEO

15. SEDOLRHU

16. ATCMSHO

17. OESN

18. EYE

19. MAR

20. FCEA

21. IHRA

22. ETTHE

23. ECNK

24. YODB

25. DHNA
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